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Airborne SATCOM Network
ELK-1891 
On-the-Move bi-directional secured
Geo-stationary SATCOM network 

Lightweight transportable tactical 
SATCOM terminal for the field soldier

Network centric and P2P SATCOM solutions 
based on SDR platform and phased-array 
antenna

Wideband on-the-move 
secured SATCOM

Tactical on-the-move secured naval SATCOM 
network for voice and data

Naval SATCOM Network
ELK-1891   

Airborne SATCOM Datalink
ELK-1894

Man-pack Tactical SATCOM Terminal
ELK-1895 

Phased-array SATCOM Terminal
ELK-1882 

SATELLITE 
COMMUNICATION 
SOLUTIONS
KEEPING YOUR FORCES CONNECTED

SATCOM Network Solutions
IAI/ELTA’s SATCOM Integrated Network Communication Solutions, are designed, 
installed and operational on a wide range of platforms, including: combat 
aircraft, helicopters, transport aircraft, multi-mission aircraft such as: Maritime 
Patrol Aircraft (MPA), Airborne Early Warning (AEW), SIGINT, as well as a broad 
range of UAVs, surface vessels, submarines, ground-based vehicles, mounted and 
dismounted soldiers. 
IAI/ELTA’s main advantage is its ability to offer SATCOM on-the-move IAI/ELTA’s main advantage is its ability to offer SATCOM on-the-move 
comprehensive solutions, keeping your forces continuously connected.
IAI/ELTA’s, experience and expertise in installation and integration of operational 
SATCOM systems, ensures delivery of rapid and cost-effective solution designed 
to meet customer needs.

Combat Aircraft

Helicopter

 High Data Rate Secured Communication
 Voice, Data & Video Services
 Global Coverage
 Always Connected
 Seamless Connectivity
 Beyond Horizon Operation Ranges
 Flexible Expandable Network
 Proven Technology, Off-the-Shelf and Operational Products
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UAV’s 

Man-pack

Ship-borne

Mission Aircraft
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Airborne & Naval SATCOM Network

  ELK-1891
Phased-array SATCOM terminal

  ELK-1882
Airborne Wideband 
SATCOM Data Link

  ELK-1894

Man-pack
Tactical SATCOM Terminal

  ELK-1895
Tactical on-the-move secure airborne and 
Naval SATCOM Network for voice and data
Continuous SATCOM service provided while 
switching between commercial 
geostationary satellites 
Operates in Ku-Band, optional Ka-Band
The system incorporates low-profile The system incorporates low-profile 
antenna, meeting required aircraft 
environmental conditions 
Four-axes tracking antenna with very high 
elevation angles on high maneuvering 
aircraft
High-data rate network, with growth High-data rate network, with growth 
potential up to 10 Mbps
Connecting hundreds of users with a single 
HUB 
Dynamic resources allocation management
Operational on various aircraft types Operational on various aircraft types 
including combat aircraft, helicopters, 
transport and naval platforms, such as 
marine vessels and submarines

Conformal SATCOM phased array antenna 
for various types of platforms
Supports Network Centric and P2P 
solutions
Operational in Ku-band, optional Ka-band
Throughput can vary from a few Kbps up 
to 10Mbps
SDR platform supporting various types of SDR platform supporting various types of 
waveforms
Integrating customer's waveform and/or 
modem 
2D scan covering +/- 70º
1D scan integrated with mechanical 
azimuth steering: 0º-90º
Versatile for use on airborne, naval and Versatile for use on airborne, naval and 
ground based platforms

Wideband on-the-mMove secure airborne 
SATCOM datalink for high throughput of 
video and data content
Bi-directional wideband communication 
for airborne, maritime and vehicular 
platforms
Ku-Band SATCOM data link, optional in
Ka-BandKa-Band
The throughput is 3 Mbps, with growth 
potential up to 10 Mbps
Employs advanced communication 
waveforms including spread spectrum
Variety of dish antennas adaptable to 
various platforms
Complies with commercial satellite Complies with commercial satellite 
operator standards
Operational on board various types of 
mission aircraft such as: ISR aircraft, 
Maritime Patrol Aircraft (MPA), Airborne 
Early Warning & Control aircraft (AEW&C), 
SIGINT aircraft and UAVs

Lightweight, transportable and secured 
tactical SATCOM terminal for voice and 
data
All-in-one unit enabling easy 
transportation and operation
Designed to be transported and 
operated by a single soldier/user 
Provides service through various Provides service through various 
commercial Geo-stationary Ku-band 
satellites
In compliance with SATCOM 
international standards
Variable digital high-data rate
Ruggedized for operation in rough Ruggedized for operation in rough 
environment
Can integrate with iDirect modem
Vehicular installation with interface to 
stabilized antenna for OTM operation 

SATCOM Network Solutions

Keeping Your Forces Connected
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